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Generation Z 
26%

Baby Boomers 
24%

Millennials  
22%

Gen X 
20%

Greatest Gen 
9%

Gen Z is the largest generation,
expected to be 33% of the US

population by 2020. 

Generation Z
Born between 1995-2010

The most racially diverse
generation in the U.S.



Digital Natives

Also called Net Generation or iGeneration 
Never had multiple single function devices 
Live in a high technology era which has
made them smart, efficient and in tune
with the world 
Easy access to world issues has made
them see problems and they want to find
solutions 
Lack of situational awareness and over
dependence on devices 



Personality Traits

Raised (mostly) by Gen Xers 
Involved parenting style similar to Boomers, but instilling
values of responsibility and independence 
Enron, dot.com bust and 2008 financial crisis led Gen X
to understand they couldn’t depend on their company to
take care of them 
Teaching children to develop entrepreneurial skills and
self-reliance 
Gen Z are financially conservative 
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Personality Traits

Liberal to moderate on social issues, while moderate
to conservative on fiscal issues 
Distrust of big businesses and brands
Describe themselves as loyal, compassionate,
thoughtful, open-minded, responsible and determined
The loneliest generation
Confident, assertive, entitled and miserable.



More about Gen Z

Childhood of inactivity 
Decrease in team sports 
Slow paced sports (golf, baseball) are too slow for their
short attention span 
Multitask across 5 screens  
Shorter attention spans  
Snack media-communicate in bite size  
Process more information at faster speeds 
“Life Hackers” They believe the traditional routes don’t
always work 



What motivates Gen Z?

Not letting people down
Advocating for something they believe in
Making a difference
Opportunity for advancement
Earning credit towards something.



What doesn't motivate Gen Z?

Public recognition
Acceptance from others
Competition
Belief someone will return a favor
Note: While Gen Z is concerned with financial secruity,
they are motivated more by relationships than money.



Living in a digital world

Vast amount of information at
their fingertips can be
overwhelming
Challenge is finding legitimate
and credible information
24/7 access to information
Get it when you want it
FOMO
Contact connection



Living in a digital world

 
95%

 
5%

95%

95% use YouTube 
50% say they can't live

without it

85% learn a
new skill online
once a week

85% 20+ 

20+ hours spent each
month engaging with

video content

92% Have a
digital

footprint

40% identify as
digital device

addicts



Diversity & Social Justice

Changing racial composition in US 
Increasing biracial population 
Gen Z sees an increasing number of women
in leaderhsip roles 
Global social circles 
Always lived in a world of Civil Rights Act,
Voting Right Act, Fair Housing Act, ADA 
Have also seen laws limiting women’s rights,
immigration, transgender rights; 



Diversity & Social Justice

Generally see diversity as good, but they are realistic 
Least likely generation to believe in the American Dream (2nd is Gen X) 
Determined to “make a difference” and “make an impact”  
Social entrepreneurship is one of the most popular career choices  
26% of 16-19 year old volunteer 



Gen Z as Learners

89% value
college education

51% learn best by
hands-on

experience

Vast amounts of
information

available at any
time

Challenges in
credibility



Gen Z as Learners: What they want

 
Engaging, interactive, customized learning
View instructors as facilitators of learning. They want engaging &
passionate instructors and not lectures 
Logic-based approaches and experiential learning 
Want an education that is useful and relevant in getting a job after
graduation 
Virtual student support



Gen Z as Learners

Decreasing creativity quotient since 1990. Imagination is least
preferred learning style 
During their childhood, decreased funding to arts and increased
standardized testing 
Group work: work independently next to each other 
Methods to consider: 
Micro-learning, game-playing, visual and kinesthetic learning,
research opportunities 



Connecting with Gen Z 

It's all in the family: Instead of Helicopter parents, you’ll
see co-pilots. Parents are still very involved and serve as
role models. Students seek parent’s thoughts and advice
but make their own decisions. 

Gen Z craves face to face communication

Be genuine and transparent



How Gen Z Differs From Millennials 

Less Focused 
Better Multi-taskers 
Bargain shoppers 
Full of Early Starters-more between 16-18 will go straight into the
workforce  
Online education, if at all 
More entrepreneurial 
Desires independent work environments 
72% of teens say they want to start a business some day 



How Gen Z Differs From Millennials 
Higher expectations than Millennials 
Expect businesses, brands and retailers to be loyal; need to feel
appreciated or they’ll move on 
Big on individuality 
Born social 
Seek uniqueness  
More global 
58% of adults (35+) think kids today have more in common with their global
peers than adults in their own country 
Diversity is an expectation 



Gen Z Goes to College Author Predictions 

Work ethic similar to Boomers 
Responsibility and resiliency of their Gen X parents 
More technologically savvy than Millennials.  

*image by Jason Dorsey



Discussion Questions 

What are the implication for Higher Education? 
How will residential colleges resonate with Gen Z students?  
What about residential colleges may not appeal to Gen Z students? 
In what ways will higher education need to adapt and change? 
In what ways will we need to adapt residential colleges to meet the
needs of Gen Z students? 
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